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1. Introduction

Twenty years ago, Douglas Walton posed a key question about persuasive definition:

A problem for the new dialectic is how to define persuasive definitions (the self-reference in the problem notwithstanding). Are all definitions persuasive? Or are lexical definitions different from persuasive definitions? According to the postmodernist view, all lexical definitions have an argumentative “spin” or bias to favor special interests or viewpoints. A central problem then is how to define the very expression “persuasive definition” itself so that some new dialectical classification system of the various kinds of definition can be given. So far, this problem is unsolved (Walton 2001, p. 127).

This paper is an attempt to solve this problem. We will start with a brief introduction of the concept of persuasive definition (PD) and an overview of Walton’s views on PD. The works of Douglas Walton dedicated to definition and its role in argumentation are of great significance to the problem discussed here and will be referred to throughout the paper.

2. A brief history of the concept of persuasive definition

The idea of persuasive definition was introduced for the first time by Charles Stevenson in (1938) and developed in (1944). To be specific, Stevenson introduced two concepts: PD and persuasive quasi-definitions (PQD).\(^1\) PD changes the sense and/or reference of a term (“descriptive meaning” in Stevenson’s wording (1944, p. 54)) without changing its tone (“emotive meaning”). PQD changes tone only and leaves the sense and reference unchanged (1938, pp. 333–334; 1944, pp. 280–281). Stevenson’s theory of meaning has some difficulties, which won’t be analysed here,\(^2\) so it is better to

\(^1\) Also called “quasi-PD,” which may be misleading, for it is not a definition par excellence (Pruś 2021).

\(^2\) See more on Stevenson’s theory of meaning in (1944, p. 59–82). In simple words, it reduces the proposition “I like ice cream” to the expression of a
analyse matters in Fregean terms (sense-reference-tone). Therefore an example of PD would be defining “racism” as “treating people unequally on the basis of their ethnicity” (very broad definition) and consequently classifying someone as a “racist” because they vote for an electoral law privileging ethnic minorities—which is treating people unequally on the basis of their ethnicity. Such a definition would be persuasive for it widens the boundaries of correct application of a word with very strong negative connotations (‘racism’) so that it stigmatizes conduct that is ordinarily thought to be acceptable. An example of PQD would be defining “cowardice” as “a reasonable act of protecting oneself or one’s family or goods against any harm” in order to call a cowardly behaviour (negative connotation) a reasonable act (positive connotation). These two manoeuvres are often mixed and misleadingly named “persuasive definitions.”

One of the most important treatments of PD since Stevenson is that of Tadeusz Pawłowski (a continuator of the Lvov–Warsaw School), who contributed to the concept of PD significantly. He defined PD as follows: “persuasive definitions are aimed to change the emotional value of the definiendum—this value is aimed to be changed with the emotional value of the definiens. This change may be made along with the change of the extension of the definition” (Pawłowski 1978, p. 232). Pawłowski distinguished three types of persuasive definitions (1980, pp. 59–65): (a) PDs aimed at changing the extension of the definiendum (“true temperance is a bottle of claret with each meal and three double whiskies after each dinner”); (b) PDs intended to change the emotive charge of the definiendum, (“Whatever the artist spits is art”); (c) PDs intended to replace the definiendum used hitherto by another term, charged with emotive associations of the kind desired by the au-

author of the definition (later called “synonymous definitions” (“‘Pa-
riahs’ are people who completely depend on God—they are “peo-
ple of God” [Harijans”]). Stevenson’s concept and Pawłowski’s
results were further developed by many researchers: Halldén
(1960), Schiappa (1996; 2003), Burgess-Jackson (1995), Aberdein
(1998; 2006), and Zarefsky (2006), to name but a few.

Although Stevenson did not state clearly that PDs are “less re-
spectable” than other types of definitions—even if they can be deceiving (1938, p. 331)—he rejected a “general disparagement on
persuasive definitions” (1944, p. 215). This attitude, however, has
not always been shared by more recent philosophers and logicians.
For Richard Robinson, persuasive definition is “at best a mistake
and at worst a lie, because it consists in getting someone to alter
his valuations under the false impression that he is not altering his
valuations but correcting his knowledge of the facts” (Robinson
1950, p. 170). And Patrick Hurley says that PD “masquerades as
an honest assignment of meaning to a term” (2000, p. 96). Douglas
Walton, however, often stood up for persuasive definition, and
showed that it might be a rational and acceptable form of persu-
sion.

3. Douglas Walton’s understanding of persuasive definition

Walton sought to undermine the belief that PDs are fallacious or deceptive by—nomen omen—definition (2001, pp. 128–129). To
support this, he analyses Stevenson’s example: if one broadens the
extension of “cultured” in order to include an obviously uncultured

5 It is worth noting that we do not consider the second and the third types of PD in Pawłowski’s understanding as PD (in fact, the former is PQD)—for detailed comparison on PD and its various understanding see Table 1 in Section 5.
6 “Many might be inclined to think that persuasive definitions only represent clever tricks used by sophists, that they are of little practical interest, and that they would be easy to deal with if an arguer is confronted by them. Even a brief consideration of some actual examples quickly dispels these illusions” (Walton 2005, p. 164)—then he moves to case studies of “truly needy” (the term introduced by R. Reagan to cut social benefits) or the definition of “wetlands” (definition introduced by G. H. W. Bush to exclude some wetlands from the extension of the term “wetland” and allow investors to develop such land).
man, and this intention is transparent, it is not deceptive at all. It is rather an argument, which might be evaluated by searching for possible reasons for or against such an understanding of “cultured” or by showing that such an “uncultured man” cannot be classified by the same term as that gentleman or that lady. Walton argues that there is always a “theory” behind the redefinition, which supports it (see, for example, a definition of abortion or rape, which is implied by a certain anthropological theory\(^7\)), and there is nothing necessarily deceptive here. That’s why he says that “persuasive definition should be treated as a particular kind of argument” (2001, p. 118). Before we move on to discuss the evaluation of PDs, let us give an overview of how Walton understood such definitions.

One of the formulations of the definition of PD given by Walton is that “a definition will be shown to be persuasive when it leads the interlocutor to accept a proposition or action, analysed in terms of commitment, both action and propositional commitment” (Macagno and Walton 2008b, p. 204).\(^8\) This intuition seems very promising, since it involves the notion of “commitment,” which includes not only being emotionally attached to a certain definition, but also being committed to a definition due to some benefits coming from it or its coherence with other beliefs which one holds. Thus, for example, the IAU definition of planet formulated in 2006, which excluded Pluto from the set of planets, was persuasive.\(^9\) Therefore, in this formulation PD includes such definitional moves, which do not only influence—what Stevenson called—“emotive meaning,” but also “descriptive meaning.”\(^{10}\) On the other

---


\(^8\) For further analysis of action and propositional commitment see (Walton and Krabbe 1995, pp. 15–28).

\(^9\) See Walton’s analysis of the redefinition of “planet” and exclusion of Pluto (2008). The issue is still controversial today: Jim Bridenstine, until recently the Administrator of NASA, believes that Pluto is a planet. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9zMIvSIhVQ).

\(^{10}\) “Re-definitions can be applied to non-ethical terms with a persuasive effect. For instance, the re-definition of the legal–medical term ‘insanity’ can affect the evaluation of the classification, leading to an attitude of indulgence, for instance” (Macagno and Walton 2008a, p. 527).
hand, he admitted that PDs often have some evaluative aspect, e.g. they “try to change our views about what is right or wrong” (2005, p. 168).

Walton and Macagno analysed PD further, from the argumentative perspective, and showed that PD consists of two argumentation schemes: argument from values and argument from classification. This means that definitions used in discussion could be analysed at the level of classification, that is, how one describes or classifies a given object. However, at the deeper level, it can also be analysed in terms of values, which urge the person to classify the object in a way that make it desirable (or not). The following quotation explains its argumentative mechanism:

The reasoning process a definition follows to achieve this result will be described by means of the arguments from classification and from values. Persuasive and quasi-definitions involve an appraisal of the aspect of reality they refer to, and a modification of the classificatory criteria. This classification and appraisal is the ground for a decision to act. We represent the connection between an evaluation of a fragment of reality and the decision to act accordingly as argument from values. Often persuasive definitions involve a conflict of values, in which the interlocutor founds his implicit argumentation upon a value that the interlocutor does not share. However, sometimes this conflict of values depends on the interlocutors’ arguing about two different realities, two different concepts named in the same fashion (Macagno and Walton 2008b, pp. 204–205).

This gives us a clear understanding of when definition is persuasive—when it leads the opponent to accept a given proposition or action in terms of commitment. Additionally, PD must, as quoted, assume certain values or a certain classification—which may be analysed with argumentation schemes.

To summarise Walton’s understanding of PD we may distinguish several features: (i) PD should be treated as a particular kind of argument; (ii) PD does not influence connotation alone; (iii) PDs often include ethical terms or emotionally laden words; (iv) PDs are often supported by argument from values or argument
from classification. However, the dominant characteristic of PD is best expressed in the following passage:

Persuasive definitions consist in a redefinition of a term, which is used to support a conclusion. It is, in other words, a redefinition of a term used argumentatively. While quasi-definitions concern an argumentation from values, persuasive definitions are aimed at trading on argumentation from values that is developed from the use of a redefined term. A concept, endoxically associated to an evaluation, is modified in order for a particular fragment of reality to be classified as falling within it (Macagno and Walton 2008a, pp. 545–546).

A similar idea is expressed by Macagno and Walton in regard to words in general—words are persuasive due to their usage in argumentation:

A word is persuasive … because its pragmatic role can only be explained by means of the argumentative process stemming from it and presupposed by the role the word plays in the communication (Macagno and Walton 2008a, p. 531).

This should be enough to characterise PD on Walton’s view. On the one hand he seems to accept Stevenson’s narrow understanding of PD (a definition manipulating the “emotive meaning” of the term), but on the other he presents a deep analysis of persuasive (re)definitions which do not include emotionally-laden words.

We may also ask how other logicians have understood PD since Stevenson. Let us recall just a few:

A. Schiappa makes the following comment on Stevenson, referring to Perelman and Olbrechts–Tyteca: “Stevenson’s position can be reformulated as suggesting that advocates of new definition of ‘X’ seek to alter which stimuli we denote as ‘X’ while preserving past patterns of action or behaviour taken toward stimuli called X. In this sense virtually all proposed new real definitions are persuasive definitions, since ‘all those who argue in favour of some definition want it … to influence the use which would have been made of the concept had they not in-

B. Aberdein, in Fregean terms, indicates that PD are definitions that do not change the term itself or its tone, but change its sense, or its reference or both. If the definition changes the tone and leaves the sense, or the reference or both unchanged, then he calls it PQD. If it changes all three factors (tone, sense, reference) then it is “degenerate definition” (Aberdein 2006, p. 157).

C. Definition is persuasive “if its acceptance offers a solution in the discussion and there is alternative definition of a given term” (Pruś 2019, 2021).

These three understandings of persuasive definition are coherent—to a certain degree—with Walton’s characteristics. What is crucial here is that PDs are not necessarily deceptive or emotional, but they are aimed at acceptance of a given proposition (which might be the axis of dispute).

Based on these analyses, we conclude that PDs cannot be reduced to definitions which change the emotive meaning of a term and leave its descriptive meaning unchanged. They might be, as indicated by cases of definitions of “truly needy”, “rape”, “wetland” and many others, persuasive not due to their changing emotive meaning (in Stevenson’s terms) or tone (in Frege’s terms), but rather due to their change to the extension of the definition (which could be labelled as “precising”—in Hurley’s classification—or “regulative”—in the Lvov–Warsaw School’s classification).¹¹

Therefore, we may say we have clarified some of the doubts—there are such speech acts as definitions, and if and only if they try to change the denotation or sense of the term to support persuasion, they are persuasive. Not all definitions do so,¹² therefore, we

---

¹¹ Both classifications will be discussed further below.

¹² For example: the Einsteinian definition of energy, $E=mc^2$ is not persuasive for it is not used to support persuade (although one may imagine some particular circumstances, in which it could be used for this purpose—the notion of ‘ideal dictionary definition’ will be discussed further below). On the other hand, we may see how much scientists and philosophers discuss on the definition of...
have answered the title question: not all definitions are persuasive. But this might not be as easy as it looks. The quotation from Schiappa indicates an intuition crucial to this problem, which we may formulate as the question: “does definition $X$ say what $X$ is or rather how we should understand $X$?” The first alternative leads us to “real” definitions, whereas the latter leads to “nominal” definitions.

Therefore, PD should be characterized more broadly, as in (Macagno and Walton 2008b, p. 204), but with the additional condition presented in (Pruś 2021)—we will further call definition persuasive if “it is put forward to support one’s claim in the discussion and there is alternative definition of a given term”.

Now, we may ask when such definitions should be accepted and what could be the criteria for evaluating definitions. Rather than launch an investigation into the debate between two metaphysical traditions, essentialism and pragmatism, let us stick to the argumentative perspective in analysing definition.\textsuperscript{13} As Walton warns us:

\begin{quote}
The rules for putting forward, challenging and accepting definitions clearly vary with the type of conversational exchange an argument is supposed to be part of. So there are no easy or pat solutions to the problems of when definitions should be judged to be proper and when not (2001, p. 130).
\end{quote}

Additionally, Walton notes that “real” definitions are very powerful tools in argumentation, due to the dissociation mechanism:\textsuperscript{14}

\begin{quote}
The problem with essentialism is that by dissociation, it forces a dichotomy between nominal and real that is too sharp, like the dichotomy between good and evil. The outcome is that the old form human, especially in the light of human evolution—this is a case, in which scientific definitions of *Homo sapiens*, based on reconstructions are in fact persuasive (see Lenartowicz and Koszteyn 2000).
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{14} See more on the dissociation technique (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969, pp. 411–450) as a kind of semantic argument using dissociative PD (Pruś 2021) or as strategic manoeuvring (Feng, Zhao, and Feng 2021).
of essentialism supports a bad theory of philosophical argument that allows a philosophical arguer to preemptively and dogmatically dismiss all opposed views as ‘unreal’ (Walton 2005, p. 175).

When there are two competitive definitions, e.g., definitions of death, and one is called “real,” for it grasps the very essence of death, then the other cannot be “real” or “true” at the same time—or so the arguer implies. Therefore, the existence of real definitions, and references to this concept in argument, makes all other definitions purely “nominal,” that is, “unreal.”

There is of course much more to say about the pragmatism vs. essentialism debate—a detailed critique of essentialism from a pragmatic point of view can be found in (Schiappa 2003, pp. 167–182). This can be summarized in two points: (i) we have no access (and probably never will) to the essence of things (things in themselves), therefore objective discourse and evaluation of real definition is beyond our reach; (ii) as Schiappa writes

definitions are linguistic, and there is no way to escape the historical contingency of any particular definitional proposition. The ‘reality’ of any proposed definition is theory bound; that is, the belief that a particular definition captures the ‘real’ nature of any given X is inextricably linked to a number of related beliefs that are held in a particular historical context and subject to possible revision (2003, p. 168).

Of course, these arguments may also be subject to doubt (many metaphysicians would disagree with both statements). The analysis of this debate would be enough for a book, but we actually do not need it here—the following quotation shows that Walton, although he is not in favour of essentialism and he accepts Schiappa’s critique—allowed for a sort of “pragmatic essentialism,” that is, he admits that there are central and contingent attributes, and classical definitions are sometimes needed, useful, and

---

15 See Walton’s two books dedicated to the definition of death, in which he argues for a definition of death in terms of irreversible destruction of function—brain death—against a romantic idea of death, that is, when the heart stops beating (1979, 1980).
possible to build. But Walton changes the emphasis (in James’s spirit)—it is not reality that makes these properties central, but we who decide that such and such a property is essential for this notion depending on the context (our identity, our needs and so on):\(^{16}\)

I agree also that definitions are always inherently persuasive in nature, in ways that have not been fully recognized. On the other hand, I continue to think that there is some place for something like the notion of an essential attribute in a definition. When defining a term by genus and difference (a good method in at least some instances, I would say), one needs to differentiate between the more important or central attributes and those that are less important or less central to the meaning of the term. Some notion of essentiality is useful, I think. But maybe instead of talking about “essential” attributes, we should talk about attributes that are central or important for the purpose supposedly served by the definition (Walton 2005, p. 174).

To summarise, we may see that Walton stands for the pragmatic side in the essentialism–pragmatism debate. He accepts the critique of essentialism but admits that it is useful and needed in certain contexts to hold that some properties are central for the given object, where others are contingent.\(^{17}\) It is, however, we who decide what is and what is not central for an object to be X, depending on our needs, possibilities and the consequences of a given definition. Having said this, we may conclude that Walton’s approach is pragmatic—he sees definition as a speech act, in which one puts forward a most central (to the definer) property or properties of the object X, which something must share to be X.

\(^{16}\) See William James’s example on the essential property of oil—it is different for a chemist, cook, firefighter and furniture manufacturer. Thus “central” property is always relativized to the context (James 1981, p. 962).

\(^{17}\) He also resiles from the postmodernist view: “The new dialectical view recognizes the argumentative function of many definitions, unlike the essentialist view, which sees meaning as fixed and objective. But the new dialectical view does not draw the postmodernist conclusion that all definitions, even highly loaded, persuasive, or coercive ones used to promote special interests, are equally justifiable” (2001, p. 127).
Therefore, a definition should be evaluated in the light of its accordance with usage and its consequences compared to the needs of interlocutors. In other words, definition—which is always supported by some theory—should be seen as an argument:

From a logical point of view, the most important thing about properly handling cases like those above is that a persuasive definition should be treated as an argument. It should be regarded as open to critical questioning and to the posing of counter-definitions. It should be regarded as having a burden of proof attached. It should be recognized that the audience or respondent of the redefinition should have the right to argue for retaining the existing usage, if it seems to them to better represent their views on the matter (Walton 2001, p. 131).

This leads us back to the problem with which we began.

4. The problem

If we understand a definition in a pragmatic way, as Walton did, should we not claim that all definitions are persuasive, at least potentially? The quotation from Walton at the beginning of this paper raises the doubt, formulated in a “postmodern” spirit—if every definition comes from certain theories and supports other theories, then every definition is persuasive, for it is aimed at supporting its author’s beliefs or needs:

According to the postmodernist view, all lexical definitions have an argumentative “spin” or bias to favor special interests or viewpoints. A central problem then is how to define the very expression “persuasive definition” itself so that some new dialectical classification system of the various kinds of definition can be given. So far, this problem is unsolved (Walton 2001, p. 127).

In other words, if we accept that there is no “real” definition and that each definition should be evaluated by the discussants as to whether they accept it or not, in light of the consequences which follow from the definition, shouldn’t we say that every definition used in discussion is persuasive? For every definition implies some solutions or consequences and for many definitions there are
alternative definitions, isn’t almost every definition persuasive? Therefore, we need to face the title question.

Let us consider what the alternatives are. We may say:

(i). Every definition is persuasive; or

(ii). Not every definition is persuasive.

To (i) we may formulate two comments. Firstly, does it mean that every definition is persuasive potentially or actually? Well, if we assume that it is the purpose of a definition that decides whether it is persuasive definition, reporting definition, precising definition, and so on, then every definition is potentially persuasive as well as potentially precising or reporting. Therefore, it is clear that we mean here being actually persuasive. The second objection to (i) is the following: why should we distinguish such a category of definition as “persuasive”? If every definition is actually persuasive there is no sense in doing that, for they vary only by the degree of persuasiveness. This seems to be a strong argument against (i), if we do not want to abandon the concept of persuasive definition, which has been found useful in argumentation theory. Therefore, let us consider (ii).

To support (ii) we need to indicate what makes a definition persuasive (use of definition to support one’s claim in discussion) and to show whether it is consistent with the pragmatic understanding of meaning/definition. Therefore, we need to show that, although there can be persuasiveness in various definitions, even scientific or legal definitions, some distinctive properties of PD (some significant degree of persuasiveness) separate PDs from other definitions.

We might find some support for (ii) in Walton’s work—although he rejects essentialism, he also does not share the “postmodern” approach:

The postmodernist views are that definitions can change, that they are more persuasive in nature than tradition indicates, and that

---

18 We are grateful to Fabrizio Macagno for this insight.
they are bound to disciplines and other groups that have interests at stake. All these views seem to be justified, up to a point, by case studies of how the argumentation actually works when terms of public significance are redefined. But what seems to follow, that the term in question can freely be redefined by another interest group, simply to meet the rhetorical needs of the moment, seems wrong. The view that definitions can rightly be used for different purposes in different contexts seems right. But the implication that therefore a scientific definition is subject to redefinition in the same way as a political definition is, by pressure of competing interest groups and majorities, does not seem to be right (2001, p. 124).

Therefore we can conclude that Walton’s answer would be “no.” Not every definition is persuasive. How does he justify this claim? Walton distinguishes the so-called “postmodernist” understanding of definition, which for the purpose of this article we may formulate in Foucauldian terms “every definition is a form of oppression and power, which is used to govern others, therefore every definition is persuasive.” Although Walton rejects the essentialist understanding of definition, he does not share the postmodernist idea of persuasiveness of every definition, that is, he does not agree to call all definition actually persuasive. What solution does he offer?

He draws a line between these two alternatives, and shows that his approach, the new dialectics, is somewhere in between. This view admits that there is potential for deception in PDs, but, as already mentioned, this does not necessarily mean that they are fallacious. Walton says:

According to the new dialectic, persuasion dialogue is a legitimate type of framework of argumentation, and there is nothing inherently fallacious or deceptive about persuasion in itself (2001, p. 128).

So what does the new dialectic give us really? It requires us to recognise what types of dialogue we participate in. Is it political discourse during a campaign? Or rather is it a legal contract? Or is it a business argument on how to plan the budget for the next year? Preaching? Advertising? The new dialectic says that we should
relativize criteria to the type of dialogue and other circumstances making up the context of the discussion. Walton says:

It is not possible to make up any one set of rules to govern all such cases, because, according to the new dialectic, the rules will vary depending on the type of dialogue in which the parties in a case are supposedly engaging (2001, pp. 131–132).

As already mentioned, there are types of dialogue in which definitions are not persuasive (but in certain contexts could be), and there are others where we do not see them as fallacious or deceptive (for example in politics or advertisements). Walton also suggests that PDs should be treated with caution and gives some intuitions for evaluating them:

But the potential for deception is there, as soon as the redefinition of the old term departs from the existing usage of the audience, or respondent of the argument. So from a logical point of view, we should be wary of persuasive definitions, and treat them with caution (2001, p. 131).

It’s worth distinguishing deceptiveness from fallaciousness here—a definitional move can be fallacious, in the sense of embodying some sort of logical mistake, without being the product of an intention to deceive and without having as a result the deception of anybody.¹⁹ Now we may ask what would be the criteria for evaluating PDs? Starting from case studies of PD of “culture,” “truly needy,” “wetland” and “rape,” Walton gives the general intuition, which was already quoted at the end of the previous section—a definition used in discussion should always be treated as an argument (2001, p. 131).

5. Evaluation of Persuasive Definition

Let us formulate a few rules when approaching definition in discussion to help assess the persuasiveness of definition.

¹⁹ We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for drawing our attention to this.
RULE 1. Definition used in discussion should be treated as an argument.

Walton also states that the burden of proof is always attached to the definer, his respondent can always formulate critical questions to it, and the definer is obliged to face them. The respondent can always refer to the existing usage/accepted meaning and argue for it. The definer is obliged to justify why he introduced the new definition.

RULE 2. The burden of proof is always on the definer.

We may also derive from this another criterion—there must be sufficient reason for changing the definition, and the new definition must be better than the previous one. For example, if the previous definition was blurry, the new definition cannot be blurry as well—unless it provides some other positive consequences.

RULE 3. There must be a sufficient reason for replacing the existing meaning.

We may also formulate a general rule from the requirement of the new dialectic to relativize assessment to context. Thus, if definition occurs in a dialogue which does not permit persuasiveness of definition, then we must reject it, but if it permits PD, then we may not reject it simply because of its persuasiveness.

RULE 4. Does the context in which the definition occurs allow for the use of persuasive definition?

Let us now summarize these few thoughts. PD can be distinguished from the other types of definition due to its role in the discussion in which it was used: it is used to support a claim, which is controversial, rather than merely report the meaning of a given term, or precise it and so on. Once the goal of formulating a definition in a discussion has been identified, it is its role in that discussion, that makes the definition persuasive; that is, if the
definition is put forward to support a controversial claim in the discussion (and an alternative definition exists), then the definition is persuasive. It is also important, if there are any alternative definitions, whether one is presented as “the true one.” Since, as was already shown, the definition may serve as a premise in the argument, which may sometimes tip the balance in favour of the argument, every definition used in discussion should be treated as an argument itself; that is, examined in the light of the reason supporting it (e.g., the authority of the encyclopedia, etc.). The fact that it is the context that decides the persuasiveness of definition implies that we cannot find objective criteria of persuasiveness of definition for many prima facie non-persuasive definitions that may, nonetheless, be used persuasively in some extreme circumstances or some possible worlds. This, however, does not mean that every definition is actually persuasive, for its persuasiveness is relativized to its use in the sentence/discussion. Therefore, the pragmatic understanding of definition (meaning) can be held without falling down a “postmodern” slippery slope and seeing all definitions as actually persuasive.

Let us now compare the concept of PD formulated above with two widely accepted and well-grounded classifications of definition. The first, rooted in the Anglo-American logic textbook tradition, was formulated by Patrick Hurley, and Walton himself refers to it several times (2005, pp. 171–172; 2008, p. 133); the second was developed by Polish logicians, members of the Lvov-Warsaw School, at the beginning of the twentieth century.

Hurley (2000, pp. 93–95) distinguishes five types of definition: stipulative definition (“assigning a meaning to a word for the first time”), lexical definition (“reporting the meaning that a word already has in a language e.g. by referring to a dictionary”), precis- ing definition (“reducing the vagueness of a word”), theoretical definition (“assigning a meaning to a word by suggesting a theory

20 The additional trickiness of PD is that because it is definition, some may treat it as needing no further justification. As Zarefsky puts it “to choose a definition is, in effect, to plead a cause, as if one were advancing a claim and offering support for it. But no explicit claim is offered and no support is provided” (2004, p. 618).
that gives a certain characterization to the entities that the term denotes”), and persuasive definition (“engendering a favourable or unfavourable attitude toward what is denoted by the definiendum”). On Hurley’s classification, PD is a separate type of definition, referring to purely emotional or manipulative definition (for example with the no true Scotsman structure, which adds an evaluative adjective to the definiendum and then introduces a dissociation). However, each of the remaining four types (stipulative, lexical, theoretical and precising) can also be persuasive depending on the context. It’s worth noting that PDs are more likely to pretend to be precising definitions in Hurley’s classification, for the change of meaning is often justified as “precising” the unclear or deceptive meaning.

Polish logicians divided definitions into two groups: reporting and projecting (Ajdukiewicz 1974, Kotarbiński 1986). The former is aimed at reporting (or describing) the meaning of a term, and the latter’s goal is to fix the meaning of a term. Projecting definitions can be further divided into constructive (fixing meaning for the first time, as in stipulative definitions) and regulative definitions (fixing a meaning of a term with respect to its previous or current meaning, so they are analogous to precising definitions). In the Lvov–Warsaw School’s classification, both reporting and projecting definitions (regulative as well as constructing) might be persuasive, but similarly to Hurley’s classification, it is more likely to see PD as regulative (when it pretends to precise misleading or ambiguous meaning) or constructive (when it introduces a new meaning for the first time). This shows that PDs cannot be adequately defined by their structure—but only by their context. It would be interesting to analyse the persuasiveness of definition not only on the propositional level (how something is defined) and on the pragmatic level (how definition is used), for not only definition may be persuasive, but also the act of defining itself—however, such analysis exceeds the scope of this paper.21

21 For the distinction between the pragmatic level and the propositional level of definition see: (Macagno and Walton 2014) and (Macagno 2013). It might be beneficial to see which acts of defining—as per Ennis’s distinction between stipulating, advocating, and reporting acts of defining (2020, pp. 260–268)—are or tend to be more persuasive.
To support this, we may also refer to the Fregean terms in Aberdein’s interpretation. By employing Frege’s threefold distinction, tone/sense/reference, instead of Stevenson’s emotive/descriptive meaning, Aberdein distinguishes sixteen possibilities of changing the definition (the term also may be changed itself). Aberdein uses (*) to mark the change of one of these components and (—) to mark keeping it fixed (2006, p. 157):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Sense</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1 Aberdein’s Options for Change*

Now, the negative answer to the question “are all definitions persuasive?” is supported by the first row of Table 1 (degenerate definition could be persuasive in some sense, and rows 9–16 are not strictly definitions22). It seems that there are, so called, “ideal dictionary definitions,” which are not persuasive, e.g., the Ein-

---

22 However, in Pawłowski’s typology some of them could be PD, e.g., rows 13–14 would be PD of the third type—synonymous definition (1978).
steinian definition of energy or a definition of a full English breakfast: “fry up is a breakfast often served in the UK and Ireland, which consists of bacon, fried egg, sausage, mushrooms, baked beans, toast, grilled tomatoes.” It is hard to imagine the circumstances in which they could be used persuasively—they fix the meaning of the term without changing the term itself nor its sense, reference, and tone (so the term, tone, sense, and reference all stay the same). Unless we are absurdly uncharitable, this seems to be something many dictionaries achieve for most of their definitions.

A further question is whether definitions can be legitimate even if they do not meet this standard. Walton’s intuition according to which definitions should be treated as arguments is very useful, for it allows us to get out of a “definitional impasse” in the discussion. Now the question reduces to whether such an argument (called a “semantic argument”\(^{23}\)) is a good one—especially when the PD is disguised, as such an argument may be deceptive and hard to evaluate (see for example Shackel’s Motte & Bailey arguments (Shackel, 2005) or arguments based on the No True Scotsman structure (Flew 1975)). This question may be very promising for further investigation—how should we evaluate such PDs or arguments based on such PDs?

6. Conclusion

We have introduced the concept of definition from the perspective of its persuasiveness—that is its use in discussion to support one’s claim. We have analysed specifically the concept of persuasive definition, introduced by Stevenson and developed by many logicians and philosophers. Douglas Walton’s contribution to this topic was of great significance—especially his works on arguments based on persuasive definition. Walton has shown, based on his own research, but also referring to that of others, such as Hall-dén, Schiappa, or Zarefsky, that PDs are always supported by some arguments and support other arguments. Therefore, Walton’s intuition in this topic was to treat PDs (and definitions in general)

\(^{23}\) See the typology of semantic arguments that includes both arguments based on PD and classification arguments (Pruś 2021).
as an argument, due to its argumentative/persuasive potential. This however raises a question—is every definition persuasive?

In this paper we tried to answer this question negatively—we have shown that persuasive definitions may be distinguished from definitions in general; that is to say, there are definitions that are not persuasive. We have shown that this notion is pragmatic in nature, for there are no syntactic or semantic properties that make definition persuasive—it always depends on the context of use of the definition. On the example of two well-known classifications of definition, we showed that every type of definition, regardless of its structure or aim, can be—in certain contexts—persuasive. We have also formulated some basic rules, which may be helpful in future to formulate some criteria for evaluating persuasive definitions.
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